Canada's Wonderland
Canada's Wonderland is Canada's premier theme park featuring over 200 attractions, 65 thrilling rides, North America's greatest variety of roller coasters, Splash Works, a 20-acre water park and great live shows!
There's something for everyone at Canada's Wonderland.

For those who like the tried and true favourite thrill rides and coasters, Canada’s Wonderland has many; and ready to do what they do best; make you scream.

**Behemoth**

Canada's biggest, fastest & tallest coaster ever - Behemoth ®
This adrenaline pumping coaster will have you clinging to the edge of your seat as it takes you up 230 feet and then sends you speeding down at a 75 degree angle of descent with speeds reaching 125km/hour! With open air seating, and a track length of 5,318 feet, this ride is sure to thrill roller coaster enthusiasts everywhere!

**Mighty Canadian Minebuster**

The Mighty Canadian Minebuster is the largest and longest wooden coaster in Canada. Its immense wooden track is full of side-winding turns, stomach lifting camel humps and breath-taking drops. The Minebuster reaches astounding speeds of more than 90km/h on its 4000 feet of serpentine designed track.

**Dragon Fire**

On Dragon Fire, unrelenting speed and loops are just some of this coaster's tricks. This immense steel coaster hurls riders through two 360-degree loops, a full corkscrew and a side-winding helix.

**Vortex**

On Vortex, riders will enjoy the thrills of Canada's first suspended roller coaster. This steel coaster plunges over Wonder Mountain, reaching speeds of 90km/h. Vortex's invisible track drives riders through unrelenting turns, swooping, diving and plunging over a scenic waterscape.
Wind Seeker

New for 2011 at Canada's Wonderland will be WindSeeker, a 30-story tall swing ride. Towering over Canada's Wonderland, WindSeeker will give riders a spinning view of Wonder Mountain, Splash Works and Vortex. WindSeeker will ascend 301 feet (91.7M) and spread its metal arms, swinging thrill-seekers at speeds up to 50 kilometers per hour.

Riptide

Riptide is Wonderland's super swing with attitude and altitude! Riptide takes passengers through snap rollovers and unyielding 360-degree twists and turns as they are propelled through moments of zero gravity and an inescapable wall of water. Riptide is the ultimate experience for thrill seekers who think they have done it all.

Psyclone

On Psyclone, in the Action Zone, catch some gravity defying hang time on the most powerful pendulum on the planet! Daring thrill-seekers will rock 120-feet in the air, while spinning on a giant, sky teasing disc.

Drop Tower

On Drop Tower, riders sit on a high-speed transport lift that travels over 16 feet per second, 230 feet in the air. At the top of the tower, guests have but moments to take in the panoramic view of the Park before it registers that what goes up must come down. Free falling at more than 100km/h, 23 stories flash by as the ground races up and catches riders in a silent, smooth stop.
Canada’s Wonderland offers more than rides!
They have live shows, games and a water park!

Live Shows

**Kinet-X**
Follow the rhythms of urban acrobats having a blast - dancing, flying and twisting through the air - where the sky is the limit!
Come, watch and enjoy as they dive, twist above the Trampoline, and fly from the 70 foot platform!

**Victoria Falls High Divers**
High divers will astound audience members with competitive dives from sixty-six feet off Victoria Falls to the base of Wonder Mountain.

**Starlight Spectacular**
Canada’s Wonderland celebrates its 30th birthday this summer with Starlight Spectacular, a million dollar light and sound experience. This innovative show will dazzle the senses when the fountain dances in up to 16,000,000 colours and International Street glitters with 300,000 LED lights. The highlight of the show is an unprecedented display of animated effects and 3D images which will transform Wonder Mountain to a spectacular canvas of colours.

**Snoopy Rocks on Ice**
The world’s favourite beagle is back for another rockin’ summer of sizzling skating and family fun. Snoopy plays host to a cool cast of characters, including Lucy, Linus, Charlie Brown and the rest of the Peanuts’ gang plus great tunes and colourful costumes!

**Start Me Up**
Get ready to rock as Canada’s Wonderland presents Start Me Up - an all new high-energy show that showcases the swinging 60s sounds, 70s glam rock and 80s power pop! We Will Rock You through decades of rockin’ history. Prepare to bang your head and experience More Than A Feeling when we awaken the sounds of Jumpin' Jack Flash and scream along with Livin' on a Prayer. Now's your chance to jump up, get loud and rock on in this electrifying live rock experience!
Splash Works

Over 7 million litres of heated water fun in our 20 acre water park. Check out The Plunge, Supersoaker, the Lazy River, Pumphouse and the Wave Pool. There is something for everyone!

Lazy River
Take a relaxing trip on the quarter-mile Lazy River, where guests will gently float down stream on individual rafts.

The Plunge
The Plunge takes rafters over 50-feet of free-fall plunges! In a three-seater raft, riders will sail down a triple drop straight slide, reaching howling, gravity-pulling speeds.

Family Rides

White Water Canyon
White Water Canyon is full of powerful rapids that weave giant rafts through cavernous caves and sharp rocks. Hidden geysers wait to soak the unsuspecting rafter.

The Rage
Climb on board The Rage, a pirate ship bound for the high seas. Seasoned sailors will be game for the stomach twisting dips of these stormy waves.

Spinovator
In playfully designed, two-seater baskets, Spinovator will spin riders into a twirling frenzy of unstoppable giggles.